Drive Your Business

Four Ways
to Improve
Your Vendor
Risk Program

Introduction
Risk-management professionals often find the creation of a vendor risk management
(VRM) program to be a challenging task, especially when it’s for an entire enterprise.
An accurate vendor list and executive support are required for such a program. The
challenge is this project often begins with an outdated vendor list and a need to build
the business case for funding the VRM program.
Once you obtain the executive sponsorship and the necessary
funding, the first steps in developing a VRM program include
an inventory of available vendors to identify the risks of the
vendor portfolio and your most critical vendors. You also need to
establish some method of assessing the vendors’ controls, which
is typically in the form of a questionnaire. These assessments
will identify issues that you must manage through proper
remediation. The development of a set of standards for vendor
controls is also an essential part of a VRM program, along with
the proper communication of those standards to the vendors.
An effective VRM program requires a good deal of focus and
diligence, particularly during the first year. You will need some
knowledge of the steps that didn’t work well during this period,
so you can implement a cycle of continuous improvement.
You’ll want to identify ways to gain a better understanding of your vendors’ risks and how they
could affect your business. Regular vendor reviews are an essential part of a VRM program and
provide the opportunity to include new regulatory requirements in the vendor assessments.
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Overview
The primary opportunities for improving a VRM
program include the following four areas:

Quality

Alignment

The quality aspects of a VRM program

A VRM program must be aligned with

include an assessment of how well you

an enterprise’s business, along with its

met your objectives for the previous year. It

corresponding regulatory requirements.

also includes the lessons learned and ways

Changes in these factors must be

to improve the program’s consistency.

reflected in the VRM program.

Testing
Vendor controls must be tested in a
sensible and efficient manner to ensure
that you identify the risks in control
execution. Ineffective testing will simply
burn through test cycles unnecessarily.

Efficiency
A VRM program’s efficiency primarily
refers to its degree of scope creep. It’s



Addressing these areas will
help you to develop a more
effective VRM program.

essential to maximize the usefulness
of your resources by performing only
those tasks that the program requires.
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Quality
A VRM program requires you to periodically review the things you could have done better,
regardless of how long you’ve been running such a program. This task is most difficult
during the first year, when you must match your available resources to the scope of
the assessment methodology. The two most important questions to answer during this
process are whether you assessed all the vendors that you needed to and whether you
properly managed the remediation of the issues identified by those assessments.
An overly ambitious program can prevent you
from answering both of these questions if you
get too involved in explaining initiatives to
the vendors, since you must spend time
waiting for their responses and providing
additional clarification. A failure to assess
as many vendors as you would’ve liked
isn’t necessarily bad, as this is a common
occurrence during the development of a VRM
program, in which case you should identify areas
where you can improve your efficiency. For example,
your assessors may require more training or you may need to reprioritize your
assessments to ensure you evaluate your most critical vendors first.
.
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Executive sponsorship
Strong executive sponsorship is essential for an effective VRM program. The sponsor
must focus on the organization’s relationships with its vendors and manage the risks
they pose. A strong sponsor can ensure that resources are allocated between risk
assessment and remediation management for maximum effectiveness. Weak executive
sponsorship may result in a VRM program that’s poorly funded, staffed, or managed,
allowing little opportunity for remediation. A lack of remediation will leave an organization
exposed to vendor risks, despite the great expense of vendor assessments.
However, executive sponsorship is insufficient to develop an effective VRM program
by itself. The VRM team must still leverage that sponsorship to solicit deliverable
products from the remediation process. This process also should include ensuring that
the remediation deliverables align with the vendor’s means of generating revenue. The
goal of this strategy is to show vendors that risk management is commercially valuable,
instead of merely presenting a hurdle to establishing a relationship with a client.
Sponsorship is necessary to provide the
business context to make good decisions
regarding risk acceptance. The VRM team
must develop a comprehensive strategy
for vendor management by partnering
with the organization’s relevant business
lines. Furthermore, partnerships between
the VRM team and these business
lines can ensure that decisions on risk
acceptance align with business priorities.
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Prioritization
The next step to improving the quality of the VRM program is to establish the priorities for
remediation. This requires you to assign an internal resource to manage the remediation
process. The VRM project manager is responsible for tracking the vendor’s progress through
the remediation plan and communicating any problems with that progress. A common
method of prioritizing remediation is to rate each risk as low, medium,
or high, allowing the greatest risks to be remediated first.
Remediation project managers also work with the sponsors of each
vendor as needed to establish that vendor’s remediation priorities.
Feedback from the sponsors may provide additional information
on how vendor risks can affect the client’s business, which often
requires the VRM project manager to change a risk’s priority.

Assessment methodology
You can develop the VRM program’s assessment methodology once you’ve aligned
the available resources with the program’s scope. This process primarily involves
ensuring that the methodology will effectively address the appropriate risks. Risk
assessments typically take the form of questionnaires, so it’s essential for the vendors
to understand the questions and the VRM team to understand their responses.
You’ll always develop some risk assessment questions that vendors find confusing or
ambiguous, regardless of how carefully you phrase them. You can identify these questions
and improve them by examining the responses you receive from multiple vendors. For
example, you may need to rephrase questions that consistently receive responses
on unexpected topics. If a question on wireless security often receives responses
about many different types of wireless devices, such as mobile telephones or wireless
networks, then the question needs to specify a particular type of wireless device.
Clean responses that align with the questions are essential for an accurate, efficient VRM program,
since they form the basis for rating each vendor risk. It’s often impractical to satisfactorily resolve
every identified risk with the available resources, so it’s vital that the greatest risks are addressed
first. The VRM program’s prioritization methodology is therefore critical to its overall success.
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The next step after assessing the individual vendors is to ensure that the assessments
are consistent between those vendors. Inconsistent risk assessments generally
indicate that your VRM program requires closer scrutiny. Furthermore, they may mean
that your assessment team requires more training on your VRM program. Additional
training is often necessary because these team members typically have a wide range
of professional backgrounds and experience levels. Consistent risk assessments help
you to set minimum standards for vendor risk and provide a baseline for improving
the VRM program, allowing you to reliably compare risks for different vendors.
VRM programs are often established within an organization’s existing service centers.
For example, an information security (IS) department often develops risk assessment
methodologies on the IS of third parties. However, a VRM program is not always the best fit for
IS assessments once the program is fully operational. At this point, it’s often better to transfer
IS assessments to another department, such as vendor management or procurement.
Remediation project managers also work with the sponsors of each
vendor as needed to establish that vendor’s remediation priorities.
Feedback from the sponsors may provide additional information
on how vendor risks can affect the client’s business, which often
requires the VRM project manager to change a risk’s priority.
This strategy allows the VRM program to remain closely
aligned with vendor relationships, including activities such
as bonding, insurance, invoice accuracy, and managing service level agreements
(SLAs). The centralized function of a VRM program helps to improve vendor
consistency and reduce function overlap between an organization’s departments.
Many tools exist for automating the process of improving the quality of vendor assessments.
These include tools for designing workflows and producing management reports, which
are essential for achieving consistent results between vendor assessments that are easily
reproducible. Automated management tools generate the reports that management needs
to ensure a VRM program is accountable to auditors, business constituents, and other
parties related to risk-management modeling. These tools provide risk managers with the
ability to monitor other types of third-party risks and track open issues on those risks.
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Remediation
You have a decision to make once you know how a vendor’s risks can affect your business.
You can reject the vendor and look for another one to meet those needs, or you can
collaborate with that vendor to make it a more suitable partner. Remediation is the process
of presenting a vendor with a list of deficiencies and developing a plan to address those
problems. It’s a key aspect of any relationship with the vendor, since it allows the client
and vendor to learn about each other’s business practices. Remediation also allows both
parties to determine how much the other party is willing to invest in the partnership.
Remediation requires adequate resourcing, since the investment in vendor assessments
becomes marginalized when you don’t work with your vendors to resolve any identified
deficiencies. It’s often better to perform fewer assessments
and allow more time to resolve these issues
than to assess all of the vendors without
allowing enough time to resolve their issues.
The most important goal of remediation is to



resolve the issues that present the highest risk, which often

The most important goal of
remediation is to resolve the
issues that present the highest
risk, which often requires you
to balance assessment scope
against vendor coverage.

requires you to balance assessment scope against vendor
coverage. Remediation also aids with regulatory compliance,
since vendors are an extension of their client’s operations. It’s therefore essential to mitigate
any vendor risks that could compromise an organization’s ability to comply with regulations,
including, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), the Health Information Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA), North American Electric Reliability Corporation Critical Infrastructure
Protection (NERCCIP), and Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI-DSS).
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Good risk-management practices dictate that you should assess vendor risks
and attempt to mitigate those risks even when your business doesn’t have
regulatory mandates. Furthermore, your organization could be found negligent
for any vendor deficiencies that are identified by your assessments.
Remediation allows you to further determine a vendor’s viability as a partner by assessing their
willingness to change their business practices to meet your needs. A vendor that’s willing to discuss
their deficiencies and collaborate on a plan to address those deficiencies is demonstrating a desire
to become a long-term partner. Such a vendor can often become a good partner, even when the
list of identified deficiencies is quite lengthy. It’s therefore important to consider any vendor that
can help you achieve a business advantage, regardless of their number of initial deficiencies.
On the other hand, remediation also tells you when a vendor is defensive regarding
your findings or is unwilling to make the necessary changes. A vendor that becomes
discouraged by requests for greater controls may be unsuitable as a business partner.
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Efficiency
Efficiency in a VRM program generally means using the available resources to obtain
the best possible results in terms of the quality and consistency of vendor assessments.
Minimizing the time required to perform those assessments and developing a process
that continually improves results are essential goals. Additional objectives of an
efficient VRM program include streamlining the content and scope of the assessments,
while still meeting business requirements, including regulatory compliance.
The use of effective sampling techniques to
identify risk is one means of increasing the VRM
program’s efficiency. These sampling efforts
should be focused on prioritizing and improving
the control areas with the greatest risk. Resource
allocation should be carefully balanced between
the assessment and remediation phases of
VRM. Other opportunities for increasing VRM
efficiency include reusing work by third parties,
including Service Organization Controls (SOC)
audits. The process of continually improving VRM
efficiency begins by identifying control areas in
which vendors are consistently successful, as
well as those in which VRM is more challenging.
Successful control areas may allow you to remove content from the questionnaires, whereas
challenging control areas may require you to add content, especially where vendor practices
vary greatly. For example, an early countermeasure to Denial of Service (DOS) attacks was to
configure Web servers to accept a greater number of connections while discarding them more
quickly when not in use. It was therefore critical at that time to ask vendors that provided web
hosting services about this aspect of their Web server configuration. However, these configuration
settings have now become the default for operating systems, making this vulnerability to DOS
attacks quite rare. Today, it’s generally unnecessary to ask web hosting vendors about the
connection settings on their Web servers. On the other hand, vendor practices regarding the
management of mobile devices don’t yet have industry standards, so they merit greater focus.
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Optimizing a VRM program also involves some duplication of effort in the assessment. This may
include re-asking the same question on the questionnaire to check for consistent responses.
Assigning the same vendor to different business units also provides an opportunity for optimization.
Automation tools can help you increase efficiency by standardizing assessments. Spreadsheets
are a common method of maintaining vendor questionnaires, but they become impractical
when you have a large number of vendors. A dedicated VRM solution can increase efficiency
by facilitating secure communication with vendors. It can help to track program progress
and generate remediation measures. This software also can perform some of the analysis
required for continuous improvement and generate reports for management and regulators.
Additional benefits of a VRM solution include streamlining the reporting of vendor risks
across the entire portfolio and identifying specific vendors that pose a high level of risk.
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Alignment
Vendor assessments must eventually align with your organization’s business requirements,
which can change over time. However, the immediate goal of a VRM program is usually to
perform some assessments, so you can establish a baseline for vendor risks and eliminate
some of the highest risks. Initial vendor assessments can generally be classified into extendedenterprise assessments, standards-based assessments and ad hoc assessments. An extended
enterprise assessment compares vendors to your enterprise’s existing internal standards,
whereas a standards-based assessment uses an industry-standard, such as ISO 27002.
An ad hoc assessment has no formal criteria at all. Any approach that uses some type of
standards is preferable to an ad hoc approach, although none of these methods is ideal.
Once you select an assessment methodology, you need to ensure that its standards
meet your business needs and the regulatory requirements of each vendor. The
standards that you select must address the unique risks of that vendor. You also
need to determine the internal controls that will apply to each vendor.

Aligning a VRM program with your business needs should include a requirements review. This
process generally consists of a gap analysis between the VRM program and those requirements.
The use of industry standards will help ensure that you include all of the fundamental controls
in this process, especially when your organization doesn’t have its own controls. For example,
ISO 27002 has 114 security controls, making it an excellent choice for IS issues. Many other
standards provide sounds points for assessing risks in their respective industries. Develop your
risk assessment methodologies and questionnaires directly from the standards that you select.
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Ensuring regulatory compliance is the next step in aligning your VRM program. This
process involves mapping each vendor’s regulatory requirements to its assessment
questions. For example, an organization that provides financial services is subject to
the GLBA. The assessment questions for this firm should therefore be developed from
publications such as the FFIEC handbook and OCC guidelines. A healthcare organization
would need questions developed from the HIPAA Security Standards Matrix.
You also need to consider the differences
in approach between assessments
and compliance. The objective of the



assessments is to collect information

Aligning your VRM program
involves mapping each vendor’s
regulatory requirements to its
assessment questions.

from vendors, allowing you to form opinions regarding
vendor risk. Once the assessment is complete,
you can evaluate regulatory compliance by analyzing the vendor responses and extending
the questionnaire as needed to cover any obligations that it fails to address.
The process of evaluating regulatory implications usually involves developing
a framework from the assessments based on how well they address regulatory
obligations. It’s typically impractical to begin with the regulations, since they have such
a narrow scope. This property generally makes regulations an unsuitable choice for
developing the framework of any type of program, especially security programs.
You have some discretion in ensuring that a VRM program meets your organization’s needs once
it complies with your regulatory requirements, although you should focus on several key areas. For
example, any changes in business needs may change your expectations of your vendors. Furthermore,
a standards-based methodology may not address risks specific to your business. Your VRM program
should ensure that your vendors are aware of any unusual hot topics within your organization.
However, you don’t want to assess your vendors with the same standards you use to
assess your own departments. Many internal controls won’t apply to external organizations,
even when they’re critical to your business. Ensure the vendor assessments only use the
features of your internal risk management programs that actually apply to vendors.
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Once you have incorporated any additional content into the assessments, you can review
them for content that may be removed to make the assessments more concise. Unnecessary
content typically includes questions that don’t relate directly to business requirement
or regulatory obligation. The inclusion of these questions only increases the time and
expense needed to complete the assessment, even when they represent good ideas.
The next step in aligning a VRM program is to ensure that you have adequate resources to
manage the assessment. If not, you may need to cut additional questions that only relate to low
risks. You also may need to examine the assessment for questions that ask for more detail than
necessary. Your regulators may be able to identify additional questions that can be eliminated.
At this point, your assessment should only contain questions that meet your business
and regulatory requirements, with the greatest focus on those areas with the highest
risk. You also should have performed an adequate requirements analysis, including
documentation on the challenging decisions you had to make. This strategy will help
you to defend your methodology and allow you to make future improvements.
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Testing
The assessments essentially describe what the vendors claim they do, but you must verify
that these claims are an accurate description of their actual practices. Client organizations
often require their vendors to provide policy statements and other documentation as proof
of the vendor’s practices. However, policies only describe the management’s intent without
guaranteeing that the vendor actually follows those policies. For example, assume that you’re
trying to test a vendor’s antivirus policy. A screenshot of a antivirus software running on a system
is more convincing evidence of the vendor’s practice than a mere copy of its antivirus policy.
Testing your vendor assessments therefore requires
you to develop sample controls that impact your core
business. Policy documents are a type of sampling,
although they only test whether the vendor has a
policy. Samples of actual control performance are
needed to determine whether a vendor performs the
controls indicated by its policies. Comprehensive
sampling of all of the vendor’s controls is typically
prohibitively expensive, so you need to identify the
controls that are most important to your business. This
process generally consists of testing a small number
of critical controls to obtain an indication of the risk
level in a particular area, rather than performing a
comprehensive analysis of the vendor’s policies.
Assume, for example, that you’re trying to test a vendor’s policy on data security. A common
approach is to test small samples on controls like antivirus protection, application security,
patching, and system hardening. Another method of verifying policy is to require that the
vendor perform their own testing before they can solicit your business. This process generally
requires the vendor to hire an auditor to conduct an audit of its own business to ensure that it’s
operating according to its stated policies. This audit must align with the vendor assessments
and possess the appropriate scope to be a useful method of verifying vendor policy.
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In addition to offering proof that the vendor’s management is engaged in the assessment
process, a vendor audit may also provide you with information that will allow you to facilitate
the assessment. For example, independent auditors frequently assess the operations of IT
service providers. These auditors typically provide a Service Organization Controls (SOC)
report for the specific purpose of assisting service organizations in building trust in their
service delivery controls. These reports primarily cover the vendor’s core business, including
access controls, backups, change management and policies. A vendor audit can therefore
eliminate the need to test vendor controls yourself, provided you trust the auditor’s opinion.
However, it’s essential to understand the
scope of a vendor’s independent audit,
since it may not align with your own



needs. This type of audit has two modes,

A vendor audit can eliminate
the need to test vendor
controls yourself, provided you
trust the auditor’s opinion.

including assets and content. The content mode is the
most relevant to VRM since this type of scope determines whether the audit covers your areas
of interest. Assume for this example that the auditor has a favorable opinion of the vendor
regarding Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) compliance. An SOX audit is focused on financial controls, so
this result may not mean much if you’re primarily interested in the IT services that the vendor
provides to its clients. In this scenario, the vendor still requires an audit of IT controls.
The only practical method of distinguishing between a vendor’s intent to address risk and its
actual ability to do so is sampling control performance. This process is generally expensive,
although it’s often possible to keep these expenses in check by limiting the sampling to
controls in key areas that pose the greatest risk to your organization. You also can control
expenses by limiting the sample size of each individual test. Using the results of a vendor’s
independent audit is also a common method of limiting the cost of control sampling.
It’s actually rare for a vendor to directly lie on a VRM questionnaire. However, it’s quite
common for a vendor to fail to notice a gap in their operations until you ask them for a
screenshot. Fortunately, control sampling is effective at identifying these gaps.
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Summary
It’s often tempting to measure the quality of a VRM program by its ability to assess
vendors quickly or the conciseness of the questionnaires. However, the true measure of
success for VRM is the identification and elimination of vendor risk. Efficiency is also a
necessary feature since the resources available for a VRM program often are severely
limited. However, VRM efficiency relates to resolving risk rather than testing controls.
Improvement in the consistency of the assessment questionnaires supports VRM quality in
several ways. It increases the accuracy of the vendor’s responses and balances the resources
between the assessment and remediation phases of the VRM program. Vendor assessments
also must align with your organization’s business needs and regulatory requirements, in
addition to possessing the appropriate scope of content. Sampling control execution is an
essential means of testing vendor operations and identifying risks that can be easily resolved.
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Founded in 2004, WGroup is a management consulting firm with a peer-to-peer approach to IT
optimization and transformation. The team is composed of consultants who average more than
two decades of experience as former C-suite executives and IT leaders, and the client roster
includes many Fortune 1000 companies across a wide range of industries. WGroup is known for
on outcome-driven, service provider-agnostic approach that optimizes IT operations and
minimizes costs.
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